ARRIVAL ROUTE DESCRIPTION

**KMIA**: From DVALL on track 069° to CURSO, then on track 072° to MNNDY.

**KMIA Landing East Rwy 08R/L, 09, 12**: From MNNDY on track 053° to JODPO, then on track 053° to BEETR, then on heading 053°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

**KMIA Landing West Rwy 26R/L, 27, 30**: From MNNDY on track 053° to JODPO, then on track 092° to LECIT, then on heading 124°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

**Landing K07FA**: From DVALL on track 069° to CURSO, then on track 072° to MNNDY, then on track 123° to K07FA, then on heading 123°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

**Landing KFLL**: From DVALL on track 069° to CURSO, then on track 072° to MNNDY, then on track 011° to JAREM, then on track 098° to HOLID, then on heading 092°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

**Landing KFXE**: From DVALL on track 069° to CURSO, then on track 072° to MNNDY, then on track 011° to JAREM, then on track 080° to ENVER, then on heading 085°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

**Landing KHST**: From DVALL on track 069° to CURSO, then on track 072° to MNNDY, then on track 150° to GULPE, then on heading 051°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

**Landing KHWO**: From DVALL on track 069° to CURSO, then on track 072° to MNNDY, then on track 053° to JODPO, then on track 038° to FRRDY, then on heading 093°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

**Landing KOPF**: From DVALL on track 069° to CURSO, then on track 072° to MNNDY, then on track 053° to JODPO, then on track 048° to EPENY, then on heading 088°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

**Landing KPMP**: From DVALL on track 069° to CURSO, then on track 072° to MNNDY, then on track 011° to JAREM, then on track 055° to ATONE, then on heading 076°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

**Landing KTMB**: From DVALL on track 069° to CURSO, then on track 072° to MNNDY, then on track 080° to HAXAM, then on heading 090°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

**Landing KX51**: From DVALL on track 069° to CURSO, then on track 072° to MNNDY, then on track 116° to KX51, then on heading 116°. Expect RADAR vectors to final approach course.

**LOST COMMUNICATIONS**

**KMIA Landing East**: Track to JODPO, then proceed direct to GRITT, intercept Rwy 09 final approach course, conduct approach.

**KMIA Landing West**: Track to LECIT, then proceed direct VICLB, turn left to intercept Rwy 30 final approach course, conduct approach.

Group 6 aircraft, track to LECIT, then proceed direct IBISS, turn left to intercept Rwy 27 final approach course, conduct approach.